Join a Faculty Learning Community!

The CAE is organizing Faculty Learning Communities again this fall. FLCs examine a central book or theme and engage with the subject over a longer period of time. This semester, we’re planning to offer three FLCs.

- *Hacking Assessment* (Sackstein, 2015) facilitated by Dr. Leslie Gates
- *Enhancing Learning through the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning* (McKinney, 2007) facilitated by Dr. Ollie Dreon
- *Stamped from the Beginning: The Definitive History of Racism in America* (Kendi, 2017) facilitated by Dr. Marilyn Parrish and Dr. Rita Smith-Wade El

If you’re interested in one, sign up at:

https://goo.gl/forms/o9Vza2XvtRGxaOr02

Right now, the CAE is targeting Thursday Common Hours for FLC meetings. Interested faculty and staff should sign up by Wednesday February 7!